Institution: Kaunas Vaisvydava Basic School

Principal: Kastytis Rupšys
Address: Vaišvydo 28, Kaunas
e-mail: vaisvydavosvm@vaisvydava.kaunas.lm.lt
Telephone: tel./faks.8-37-38 38 54
Type: Basic School (from 1-10 form); Kindergarten (from 2-6 year- old)
Legal status: Public institution
School code: 191090994
Language in education: Lithuanian
Bank account:
Vision
Kaunas Vaisvydava basic school is a modern and attractive educational institution for a young
generation, showing adequate reaction to dynamic changes in the society, seeking that every
student would acquire and develop modern competences according to their abilities and interests,
at the same time maintaining Lithuanian identity and cherishing the values of European culture.
Mission
To provide 7-16year –old youngsters with high quality basic education, ensuring success and
good results in it. To develop a mature and well-educated personality, seeking further education
at gymnasiums and vocational schools in Lithuania. To direct the programme of formal and nonformal education towards the development of a tolerant personality.
Faculty
There are 30 teachers: 1 - expert, 7-methodologists, 18- senior teachers, and 5- teachers.
Calendar
School year : from September 1 to June 20. The school year consists of two semesters.

Curriculum
The school offers a rigorous programme, based on national syllabus, which aims at a wellrounded and comprehensive preparation of students for the further studies at gymnasiums and
vocational schools.
History:
1923

Vaisvydava primary school was opened in Vaisvydava village.

1952

The school was reorganized into a seven-year school with 95 pupils studying in
1955/56.

1962

The school became eight- year school.

1990

After the restoration of Lithuania's independence, Vaisvydava's eight-year school
was reorganized into Vaisvydava secondary school

1997

When the village of Vaisvydava was connected to the city of Kaunas, the status of
the school was changed to the Vaisvydava secondary school of Kaunas city.

2008

The school was reorganized into Kaunas city Vaisvydava basic school

2016

The kindergarten functions at school.

2018

The All- Day School was opened.

Kaunas Vaisvydava Basic School has its own flag, emblem.
Clubs, Interest Groups and Their Leaders
1. The Youngsters Chorus - Choirmaster R. Lukoševičiūtė
2. Ensemble of Girls-Choirmaster R. Lukoševičiūtė
3. Art Workshop- D. Skučienė
4. Sport for the smallest-S. Pečkauskas
5. Dancing Group “Dance Mix”-R. Ziukienė
6. Football Club-S. Pečkauskas
7. Sport Club- R. Jankauskas
8. “Move Healthily”- A. Macijauskas

9. “Young Cyclist”- N. Dilevičienė
10. “The Smartest” club - N. Dilevičienė\V. Jakubčionienė
11. “Traffic-light”-R. Vilkinienė

